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Abstract

Social innovation’s fundamental objective is to promote life quality. Any new initiative with this purpose might be considered a social innovation.
From this concept, it is perceived as social innovation the efforts of the Programa de Educação em Células Cooperativas (PRECE), an initiative
originated in Pentecoste, a municipality in the state of Ceará, located in the Brazilian semiarid region. This program has benefitted hundreds of
youngsters, enabling their access to knowledge and further approval in university entrance exams. The educational method of collaboration in
cells made possible broadening the horizons of many youngsters coming from rural communities, even when lessons were ministered under a tree
in the middle of a farm. The objective of this study is to identify the dimensions of social innovation, according to Tardif and Harrisson (2005),
existing in the PRECE’s proposal. It is aimed to evidence how the initiative is composed, bringing to light the essential elements that make it social
innovative. A case study of PRECE was carried out through qualitative research. Data were collected via semistructured interviews with members
of the direction and coordination of the Program, and analyzed using the software NVivo 10. The results highlighted how the dimensions of social
innovation are composed within PRECE. This research contributes by foregrounding a social initiative that has been capable of changing individual
realities in the Brazilian semiarid and showing how such initiative is constituted in the social innovative perspective.
© 2016 Departamento de Administração, Faculdade de Economia, Administração e Contabilidade da Universidade de São Paulo – FEA/USP.
Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Introduction

Social innovations emerge as a way to improve life quality
of people who need means to change their realities. In the def-
inition provided by Neumeier (2012), social innovations might
be understood as transformations in attitudes, behaviours or per-
ceptions of a group who gather in a network of interests aligned
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with the group’s experiences and these changes lead to new and
improved alternatives of collaboration.

Bacon et al. (2008) highlight three critical factors to explain
the dynamics of social innovation. First, the willingness to
change, coming from the awareness about a threat, flaw or from
the feeling of a new opportunity. Second, the presence of inter-
nal capacities to promote such change, which include leadership
and a culture related to it. Third, the access to external resources
to help transformation to occur; these resources comprise peo-
ple, money, skills and networks as well as the positive feedback
from the benefitted audience.

In this regard, the Programa de Educação em Células Coop-
erativas (PRECE – Program of Education in Cooperative Cells
in Portuguese) was created to contribute with the education
of young people from rural areas, enabling them to become
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students in the Federal University of Ceará (hereby also called
by its Portuguese acronym UFC).

Using a cooperative learning methodology, PRECE became
an innovative movement that has improved the life quality of
hundreds of youngsters. The program was started in 1994 in a
manioc mil in the rural community of Cipó, located in Pente-
coste, a municipality in the state of Ceará. Over the years, the
Program breached the borders of the community and, currently,
its methodology is incorporated as a UFC extension project, the
Program is defined in this article as a social innovation.

The objective of this study is to identify the dimensions of
social innovation in the PRECE’s proposal, according to Tardif
and Harrisson (2005). Identifying these Dimensions in the case
chosen, based on the mentioned authors, took place due to the
interest in verifying the applicability of a Canadian model in
a context very diverse from the ones that enabled assembling
the table of reference, thus, promoting a dialogue between the
developed reality and the one situated in the Brazilian semiarid.
It was believed that persuasion, element evidenced by Siggelkow
(2007), can be found in the specificities of the context chosen and
in the impact that the educational initiative had in the region. In
this sense, the initiative became, over the years, acknowledged
and it was later incorporated as well as institutionalized by the
state.

A qualitative methodology was employed to operational-
ize this research. In order to attain greater methodological
rigour for the case studied, as suggested Mariotto, Zanni, and
Moraes (2014), there was an effort to refine and interpret the
data collected by employing the content analysis technique
via the software NVivo 10. This tool permitted to reach more
respectability in the process of analysis, although keeping a
positivistic focus, but maintaining the importance of the case’s
specificities. Through this tool, eight semistructured interviews
were analyzed, which had been carried out in Fortaleza and
Pentecoste, with the individuals in charge for operationalizing
PRECE’s activities.

The findings foregrounded that the social innovation dimen-
sions from the analytical table from Tardif and Harrisson (2005)
were identified in the PRECE, confirming it as a social innova-
tion to the context studied. Even though the case’s characteristics
allowed to consider it a social innovation, testing the identifi-
cation of dimensions enabled to classify it as such with more
rigour.

Theoretical backgrounds

Social innovation

According to Schumpeter (1985), innovation a dynamic
element in the economy, which grants the entrepreneur the fun-
damental role of economic development promoter. Considering
innovation in a general perspective, The European Commission
(1995) recognized that innovation cannot be seen only as an
economic mechanism or technical process. Innovation is also
a social phenomenon through which individuals and societies
express creativity, necessities and aspirations.

According to Hillier, Moulaert, and Nussbaumer (2004), an
innovation policy implies in the capacity of regenerating sev-
eral forms of capital (social, environmental and institutional) to
promote development, relying on new governance relationships
based not only on one kind of agent, but also in the cooperation
among different sort agents.

Another central issue is that one of the basic concepts of
innovation lies in its width. The Oslo Manual (OCDE, 1997)
outlines, addressing to the degree of novelty, innovation as Min-
imum, Intermediate or Maximum. The first is linked to what is
understood as new to the “company”, the second highlights what
is a novelty in a region or country and the third considers what
is new to the world.

Regarding innovation in its social kind, Pol and Ville (2009)
highlight that the concept of social innovation has been used in
juxtaposed ways in different disciplines. In these discussions,
it can be granted as the engine for institutional change, as an
alternative with social purposes, as an innovation oriented to the
common good and as addressing to needs not yet fulfilled by the
market.

Comparing the two kinds of innovation previously high-
lighted, Lundstrom and Zhou (2011) identify some differences
between business and social innovation. The former aims at cap-
italizing knowledge to reach commercial interests, whereas the
latter has the commitment with social progress by solving prob-
lems where economic resources are scarce. Concerning actors
and investors, it is stressed that business innovations are typ-
ically invested by companies, despite these organizations may
also work with social issues. Furthermore, the government, non-
governmental organizations, foundations and individuals can
perform social innovations. Regarding the criteria for success,
the performance of business innovations is measured through the
participation in the market and by profit rates, whereas in social
innovation is assessed by the intensity of social improvements
and progress.

Howaldt and Schwarz (2010) emphasize that, in as much
as bring forward the new paradigm of innovation promoted by
chronological changes, transformations concerning the object
of innovation have also taken place. This view opposes to the
classical technical paradigm from the industrial society, which
was immersed in the idea of development.

Taking into account social innovation specifically, Heiskala
and Hämäläinen (2007) convey that social innovations are often
created as a response to rapid technical-economic changes,
which create new social problems not possible to be corrected by
prior political mechanisms. This demand tend to be motivated
by the search for equity.

To the Center de Recherche sur les Innovations Sociales
(CRISES, 2012), social innovation is understood as a pro-
cess started by social actors to respond to certain aspirations.
These goals might be addressing to a need, supplying a solution
or being benefitted by an opportunity to change social rela-
tionships; transforming a scenario or proposing new cultural
guidance for improving life quality or conditions in a commu-
nity.

Franz, Hochgerner, and Howald (2012) reinforce that social
innovation has been ignored as an independent phenomenon,
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being disregarded as one to be target of social and economic
scrutiny. The concept of social innovation seldom appears as
a clearly outlined specific term. These authors evidence social
innovation as being normally used as a descriptive metaphor
in the context of social and technological changes. Neumeier
(2012) emphasizes the importance development programs and
other incentives have as catalyzers of regional social innova-
tions, taking into account the context of rural development in his
analysis. Furthermore, this author conveys the need to approach
these initiatives with more depth, paying appropriate attention
to the shape these programs are assembled, thus, allowing the
creation of sustainable social innovations.

Corroborating with the definitions, characteristics and
specificities brought forward, Cajaiba-Santana (2013), social
innovations emerge through changes in attitudes, behaviours
or perceptions, elements leading to new social practices. This
author stresses that these changes do not only occur in the way
social agents act or interact with one another, but also through
transformations in social life, enabled by the context where these
actions happen by the creation of new institutions or social sys-
tems. Therefore, what is underlying in social innovation is not
the problem to be solved, but the social transformations solving
the problem brings.

Dimensions of social innovation
CRISES’ members are in the center of a joint effort with

civil society and contribute actively to knowledge transference
activities, for such, many studies have been performed in part-
nership with other actors. In addition, the scholars connected to
the Center belong to several fields like anthropology, geography,
history, mathematics, philosophy, industrial relations, manage-
ment sciences, economy, political science, sociology and social
work. Because of the assertive role CRISES has in the social

innovation field, the dimensions proposed in Tardif and
Harrisson’s research (2005) were chosen to operationalize the
identification carried out in this article.

Starting with the analysis of 49 scientific papers published by
the Center, Tardif and Harrisson (2005) verified how the integra-
tion between researchers from the Center was settled and to what
extent these members knew other productions from CRISES
and referred to them. The document resulting from the mapping
process, besides multiple identifications, introduced the table
called “CRISES’ Conceptual Encyclopaedia of Social Innova-
tion”. This table outlines five dimensions for social innovation:
Transformation, Innovative Character, Innovation, Actors and
Process. In this regard, Maurer (2011) as well as Souza and
Silva-Filho (2014) used the term “dimensions” to operationalize
elements from the table in distinct case studies.

Fig. 1 displays the “CRISES’ Conceptual Encyclopaedia of
Social Innovation”, elaborated based on the study by Tardif and
Harrisson (2005). The Encyclopaedia presents five dimensions
of social innovation.

The first element, Transformations, connects with the con-
text wherein the social innovation is comprised. This dimension
emphasizes macro and micro issues casting influence over the
initiative. Crises, ruptures, discontinuities and structural modi-
fications compose the subtopics within this contextual item.

Social innovations rising in the identified context might be
influenced by social and economic matters, which may require
adjustments or new responses. Such transformations promote
initiatives leading to the search for innovative strategies. Trans-
formations regarding concerns about polarization, exclusion and
social marginalization will demand answers that may improve
the well-being of people affected by such challenges.

Concerning the Innovative Character dimension, Tardif and
Harrisson (2005) affirm that innovations are responses to crises

Dimension 
Transformation 

Dimension 
Innovative
character 

Dimension 
Innovation

Dimension 
Actors 

Dimension 
Process

Micro-context
• Crisis
• Rupture 
• Discontinuity 
• Structural 

modifications 

Economic
• Emergence 
• Adaptation 
• Labour relations/ 

relations of production 
and consumption 

Social
• Re-composition 
• Reconstuction 
• Exclusion/

marginalization 
• Practice
• Change 
• Social relations

Model
• Work 
• Development 
• Governance 
• Quebec

Economy
• Knowing/ 

Knowledge 
• Mixed 
• Social

Social Action
• Trials
• Experiments 
• Policies 
• Programs 
• Institutional 

arrangements 
• Social regulations 

Scale
• Local 

Types
• Technical
• Socio-technical
• Social
• Organizational 
• Institutional  

Purpose
• Common good 
• General interest 
• Collective 

interest 
• Cooperation 

Social
• Movements 
• Cooperative/ 

Communities  
• Civil society 
• Unions 

Organizations 
• Companies 
• Social economy 

organizations 
• Collective 

organizations 
• Recipients

Institutions
• State
• Identity 
• Values and 

norms 

Intermediaries
• Committees 
• Social

networks/ of 
alliance/ of 
innovation 

Mode de
coordenation 
• Assessment  
• Participation 
• Mobilization 
• Learning 

Means
• Partnerships 
• Integration 
• Negotiation 
• Empowerment 
• Difusion 

Restrictions
• Complexity 
• Uncertainty 
• Resistance
• Tension 
• Commitment 
• Institutional 

inflexibility   

Fig. 1. CRISES’ conceptual encyclopaedia (dimensions of social innovation). Source: Adapted from Tardif and Harrisson (2005) and Maurer (2011).
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and are characterized as novelties in their contexts. These new
initiatives represent attempts and experiences in the implemen-
tation process. When succeeded, they might be institutionalized
and transformed into new labour, development, governance and
solidarity economy models.

Analysing the Innovation Dimension, Tardif and Harrisson
(2005) divided different experiments of social innovation in five
kinds: technical (technological), socio-technical, social, orga-
nizational and institutional. These authors affirmed that social
innovations are local processes started by different actors aim-
ing to transform their interactions. On the one hand, these actors
change their interplay with the organizational and institutional
environment. On the other hand, such actors have the objective
to neutralize the effects of crises in as much as they try to concil-
iate different levels of individual and collective interests. These
social innovations take place locally and can be guided towards
the common good, general or collective interests.

The Actors Dimension emphasizes the collective learning
emerging from innovation due to the number of people interested
and involved. It is hoped that cooperation amid all actors occur
aiming to ensure “good governance” practices. In this dimen-
sion, actors such as cooperatives, associations, trade unions and
community movements are included. Moreover, organizational
actors like companies, social economy and collective organi-
zations are included as well as their beneficiaries. Institutional
actors such as the State, identities, values and norms also belong
to this group like committees and networks of social alliance
to promote innovation also fall into this dimension. Partnership
and cooperation are key elements here.

The last element, Process, deals with the dynamics, com-
plexities and uncertainties in relationships between actors.
Institutional rigidities constraining the innovative process are
also added to this dimension.

Furthermore, the forms of coordination, means (inter-
preted as relationships established between different parts), and
constraints to implementing social innovations, which may influ-
ence or reduce the innovative potential of a project are verified in
this last dimension. According to Tardif and Harrisson (2005),
innovation brings to light the importance of collaboration and
participation of different stakeholders. Hence, the final goal in
an innovative project is the involvement of all participants and
their cooperation throughout the process.

The dimensions composing the table introduced in this sec-
tion map the path taken by social innovations beginning at the
contexts where they are present. These dimensions also overlap
relationships, presenting challenges to the implementation and
permanence of social innovations.

Methodology

As Konstantos, Siatitsa, and Vaiou (2013) indicate, socially
innovative initiatives are developed in reaction to increasing
inequalities as well as to processes of social exclusion, mobi-
lizing different resources. In this regard, understanding such
phenomena requires specific methodologies to approach and
learn along with the actors, objectives and practices comprised.

The current qualitative research, regarding its nature, is classi-
fied as descriptive. The former is carried out to answer a research
question with few previous related studies from which infor-
mation might be collected; this type of research focuses on
acquiring familiarity with the area, to investigate it later with
more rigour. Among the typical techniques used to do so are the
case studies. Whereas the latter, the descriptive research, is inter-
preted as the one seeking to outline the behaviour of phenomena
as well as to identify characteristics of a determined problem
(Collis and Hussey, 2005). This case can be also outlined as rep-
resentative or typical (Yin, 2010), insofar as it aims to capture
the conditions of its operationalization, presenting the lessons
engendered by the initiative.

Considering these points, the case study of the Programa
de Educação em Células Cooperativas (PRECE) was adopted
as investigation strategy to define it as a social innovation,
relying on the dimensions of analysis presented in Tardif and
Harrisson’s (2005) table. According to Yin (2010), the case
study is the most suitable strategy when analysing contemporary
phenomena, included in a specific real life context.

The data were collected through semistructured interviews
with eight individuals who are closely linked to PRECE’s trajec-
tory and the talks took place in Fortaleza as well as in Pentecoste.
These people are: the Director of the Popular Cooperative School
of Pentecoste; the Vice-Director of the Popular Cooperative
School of Pentecoste, the PRECE’s Coordinator of Public Rela-
tions, the PRECE’s co-founder and articulator, an Educator and
articulator, the Director of a school in Pentecoste that operates
under PRECE’s tenets, the Coordinator of Cooperative Learn-
ing and the PRECE’s founder (Manoel Andrade – his name
appears here because it was mentioned many times in the inter-
views. Mentioning him in this section will help to understand
interviewees’ accounts during the discussion of results). These
interviews lasted from 20 min to 1 h and, following the objec-
tives aimed here, brought forward how PRECE can be regarded
as a social innovation.

The information provided was analyzed with the NVivo 10
software for qualitative analysis. As a result, this tool made pos-
sible to create “nodes” corresponding to each dimension. Using
the content analysis, information comprised in the transcribed
interviews were distributed in each dimension (node). Accord-
ing to Bardin (1977), the content analysis technique is composed
of a set of methodological instruments that are applied to diver-
sified discourses. The gathering of such techniques absorbs the
investigator who seeks hidden elements, latent aspects – what
is not apparent – the potential novelties, in other words, the
“unsaid” retained in a message. According to the Bardin’s (1977)
guidelines, three stages comprised analyzing the data: 1) pre-
analysis, 2) exploration of material and 3) treatment, inference
and interpretation of results. Considering this path, the anal-
ysis performed is defined as “thematic” because an “intuitive
codification” was performed (Oliveira et al., 2003).

After concluding the distribution process, a new content
analysis was done within each node to make emerge relevant
information about each dimension, feature that permitted to
analyze PRECE understanding the different elements using the
dimensions of social innovation, based on the reference table.
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Programa de Educação em Células Cooperativas (PRECE)

The information in this section was collected from PRECE’s
and PACCE’s websites.2 In 1994, the Programa de Educação
em Células Cooperativas (PRECE – Educational Program in
Cooperative Cells in Portuguese) was founded by a group of
seven youngsters in a rural district called Cipó. This location
is part of Pentecoste, a municipality in Ceará, situated in the
Brazilian northeast. The group was encouraged by a professor of
the Federal University of Ceará to study together, this professor
was born in Cipó. Their focus, at first, was to obtain a high school
diploma and, later, as the project developed, to take the entrance
exams needed to become students at the UFC.

Over time, the program increased its prestige with the sur-
rounding communities, as it achieved results such as having one
of its first students and founders approved in the first place for
Education at the UFC. In the early 2000s, as a result, more
students walked, drove or cycled from near communities to take
part in the program. In as much as the program began scaling up,
problems appeared and PRECE started to employ new strategies
to keep delivering outcomes.

To solve spatial problems, PRECE’s founder suggested the
students to form study groups in their own communities, spread-
ing the methodology and the idea, which helped the movement to
grow even further. Students, who began gathering in places such
as community associations, started the Escolas Populares Coop-
erativas (EPCs – Popular Cooperative Schools in Portuguese).
Similarly to PRECE’s founders, this new group of students
aimed at going to UFC to get a college degree.

PRECE as a whole operates by using a kind of group study
called “cells”. These cells are formed by a group of five to seven
students who get together to learn more about one subject; the
cell member with more background on the issue facilitates the
learning. These roles, however, are not static. Although a student
holding more knowledge on one topic becomes a facilitator for
the rest, such feature does not impede other members to collab-
orate if they wish or if the group needs their assistance. During
the weekends, UFC students who might be former PRECE’s
members or not, assist these groups as well.

The operationalization of these cells is simple. The need for
financial resources is low and most funding comes from projects
PRECE approves with funding supporting agencies and foun-
dations.

In spite of its challenges, PRECE has been capable of
attaining results such as placing more than 600 students in differ-
ent universities. Moreover, these youngsters have been moving
on to become masters and PhDs. To date, the program has been
operating through 15 EPCs in four different municipalities in the
Ceará semiarid: Apuiarés, Paramoti, Pentecoste and Umirim.

PRECE’s founder, along with the Federal University of
Ceará, helped PRECE to become an extension program of the
institution in 1998. Such status, at that time, provided trans-
portation for students who were approved and needed to return
to their communities. Later, this partnership evolved and gave

2 http://www.prece.ufc.br/, http://pacceufc.blogspot.com.br/.

birth to a bigger UFC extension project operating under the-
oretical cooperative tenets. The objective, in this case, was to
prevent students from dropping out, especially in courses that
require deeper mathematical background. In this regard, eva-
sion is a problem because dropouts both lose the chance to
get a college degree and make university lose resources com-
ing from the government due to a smaller number of enrolled
students.

Because of these efforts, the Programa de Aprendizagem
Cooperativa em Células Estudantis (PACCE – Cooperative
Learning Program in Student Cells in Portuguese) began in 2009
with the purpose of motivating students to form study groups to
help each other, inspired in PRECE’s “cells” model. The out-
come desired was to reduce evasion indices as well as increase
conclusion rates. The Coordenadoria de Formação e Aprendiza-
gem Cooperativa (COFAC – Coordination of Formation and
Cooperative Learning in Portuguese) operationalizes the pro-
gram that is supervised by the Office of Undergraduate Studies
at the UFC. Presently, the program has about 250 scholarship
students from different campi, and besides receiving training
about the methodology, these students are also responsible for
organizing cells that have to develop learning projects on a topic
of free choice. They are required to perform 12 weekly hours of
activities, and in exchange receive R$ 400 (US$ 133.33) during
ten months.

Results and discussion

The data collected made possible to identify the presence
of the five dimensions comprised in the Tardif and Harrisson’s
(2005) table. This section introduces the discussion about the
data gathered, sustained on interviewees’ lines, which illustrate
these dimensions and permit a better comprehension about the
case’s singularities.

The lines highlighted in this section were sheltered in the
corresponding “nodes” created in NVivo 10. Later, the content
analysis technique made possible to identify the information
about each one of the five nodes, thus, the extracts’ interpretation
was directed to such purpose.

A second content analysis allowed reading the extracts, which
were also divided and inserted in the nodes. In this sense, the
most significant lines for each social innovation dimension can
be seen at the next subsections.

Transformation dimension

As foregrounded in the PRECE’s description, interviewees
highlighted the importance of the context wherein the Pro-
gram was initiated. The limitation young people had, regarding
their access to superior education, was a central factor for the
PRECE’s founder, to seek a way to contribute not only in Cipó,
but also in the surrounding communities (Fig. 2).

Considering the economic aspect, the accounts systemati-
cally evidenced the lack of financial resources the inhabitants of
Cipó had at the time PRECE was conceived. In this poor com-
munity, formed by farmers, the few schools available offered
until the fourth grade of primary high school. Commuting was
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Tranformation dimension 

In 1994, we had a context in the municipality (Pentecoste) in which we didn’t have any secondary high
schools in the region and many youngsters left to Fortaleza, to São Paulo, a lot of people abandoned
school while still were in the primary high school. Then , in this period, I invited a group of students to
get together in an old manic mill to study (in Cipó – district of Pentecoste). Those students were out of
the correct school age and out of school itself. So, Istimulated the group to study, I set a goal, which was
to go to university, but before that, they needed their high school certificate first. And it started like that,
studying in an old manic mill and sharing what they knew. One by one, they concluded their high school
studies, took the entrance exam, went into university and, I think the biggest secret is also their return.
They started to come back at every weekend to help others. Then, we started to aggregate more people,
at first, people who wanted to finish secondary and primary high school  PRECE’s founder). 

He (Manoel Andrade) woke up at night once and got himself thinking on what he could make for that
community (Cipó) in the middle of nowhere, with houses distant from one another, with many students
needing to finish their primary and secondary high school. Schools, especially the secondary high school
ones, were 17km away from Cipó, so some youngsters due to the distance and all the adversities present
in the countryside like catching a transportation to get to the place, gave up, and preferred to be small
farmers like their parents (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator).      

There was no electricity at the time, so they studied under trees, around the old mill (Educator and
articulator). 

The first group was composed by young adults, and there was only one teenager. Norberto, my cousin, in
1994 was 20 years-old and had only finished the fourth grade, which he had taken twice, that happened
because in Canafistula, our community, we had schools that  went on only until the fourth grade at that
time (Former PRECE member and director of a school in Pentecoste that operates under PRECE’s
tenets).      

Fig. 2. Transformation dimension in PRECE – interviewees’ lines. Source: Elaborated by the authors.

an obstacle; problem that made students quit and look for jobs in
agriculture as well as in livestock farming like their parents, even
though these occupations granted smaller chances for financial
autonomy.

Regarding the social issue, young people from the region
remained excluded because of their limited schooling; the pre-
carious teaching they could access constrained their capabilities
to search for better jobs and income opportunities.

Innovative character dimension
PRECE appeared in 1994 in the rural context where seven students out of the right school age were
stimulated by Manoel Andrade, a federal university professor, and decided to get together to study in an
old mill in the rural community of Cipó, Pentecoste. And this fact was the milestone of a story of great
student protagonism in the region. In 1996, it happened another milestone as the first of them, Francisco
Antonio Rodrigues (Toinho), was approved. So, this approbation drew the attention from the rest and
besides being reason for celebration for the ones who were in the group, made those people to wake and
observe what took place the mill, that was something still very internal and primitive. So, young people
from different ages and communities got together to this group from Cipó and PRECE kept growing
(PRECE’s Coordinator of Public Relations). 

Another differential was the students’ return to their communities. We had a story there, people would
only return to Pentecoste ‘to eat some fish by the dam’. So, it was a very strong innovation, the person
thought: ‘I’m going to university, but I have a commitment to come back to stimulate others’. This was
the hallmark in PRECE’s history; it was an important strategy (PRECE’s founder).

When we started in 1994, it was something completely empirical, it was idea genuinely conceived
between a teacher and a group of students. […] This project greater goal, when Manoel Andrade though
about it, was to provide those low-income students coming from rural areas, the possibility to go to
university. This is the innovative aspect to that place. In Cipó, the only the wealthy, children of
politicians were able to have superior education (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator).

I think PRECE is a novelty because it is not only a prep course to university. The great novelty is that
these young people who left the woods went back to their communities and kept the project alive,
continuing to give hope on the access to superior education to other young people. So, the youngster
returning to his or her community is what I believe to be PRECE’s greatest innovation (PRECE’s
Coordinator of Public Relations). 

To me, PRECE’s innovative character lies in bringing students from popular origins to university, giving
them what nobody believed was going to work: studying under a tree , not having a teacher, student
learning with student, giving autonomy to these people. That is the innovative character to me. It is
something I consider fantastic and is PRECE’s differential: the student is hold accountable (Director of
the Popular Cooperative School of Pentecoste).  

There are two very strong kinds of relations in the PRECE: cooperation (among members) and solidarity
(from the ones who return to contribute). The university ceded them a bus to contribute with the PRECE
at weekends and, on Mondays, the bus went back to take them to Fortaleza (Educator and articulator).

Fig. 3. Innovative character dimension in PRECE – interviewees’ lines. Source: Elaborated by the authors.
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Innovation dimension
The first cell had seven students who lived there (in the old manioc mill in Cipó) and we were the people
supporting them. We lived in Fortaleza, but at all weekends, we drove‘til there on Friday nights. We
spent Saturdays and Sundays with them, learning with them (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator).

Another innovation was to see the children of small Family farmers and fishermen going to university, to
the UFC, most especially. Having the right to university residences as well as eating in the university
restaurant and being able to go back to their communities at the weekends. Something nobody had never
seen in that region. (PRECE’s founder). 

In 2000, almost 100 students moved from the municipality center to Cipó to study in the PRECE and try
to go to university (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator). 

In the 2000s, the EPCs came up, these are the popular cooperative schools also managed by students.
They appeared because of the rise on students’ demands. These students went to Cipó, learned the
methodology and took it back to their communities; we gave them full support so they could start this
nice thing in their communities as well. We, the leaders, we needed to go to the places and implement
these schools (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator). 

The Program inside the UFC was created aiming at decreasing evasion and integrate courses, so people
could get to know each other and interact. The courses weren’t supposed to be isolated, but practice
empathy and solidarity (Coordinator of Cooperative Learning Program). 

If it wasn’t for PRECE I wouldn’t be able to manage any of this. They brought me to Fortaleza, gave me
the means to stay here, they took me have to take the test [2009] and picked me up after that. It is like a
parent taking his son by the hand, showing the path and taking him further. PRECE’s main innovation is
the one related to solidarity and social responsibility  (Vice-Director of the Popular Cooperative School
of Pentecoste) 

Nowadays, if you look for where PRECE is, it is not possible to track anymore. We hear people saying:
‘I formed a group inspired by PRECE, there is no way to calculate easily how many groups there are.
We heard there is one in Mato Grosso [a state 3000 km far from Ceará], for instance (Director of the
Popular Cooperative School of Pentecoste).

In 2003, a school was rented, and then, instead of studying at weekends, people could study everyday. In
2004, we had 20 students approved at the UFC. Nowadays, we can’t count all the people anymore, but at
least 600 have got into university so far (Director of a school in Pentecoste that operates under PRECE’s
tenets). 

In PRECE was developed an innovative social technology. The return from university students to their
home communities. The feeling of belonging to a group, this feeling of social responsibility to be
contributing with the development of the community itself and with a self-managed program (Director of
a school in Pentecoste that operates under PRECE’s tenets). 

Fig. 4. Innovation dimension in PRECE – interviewees’ lines. Fonte: Elaborated by the authors.

Innovative character dimension

PRECE’s teaching model, in which students are responsible
for sharing knowledge based on the topic they are more profi-
cient, was outlined as an essential innovative character to the
Program’s proposal and success (Fig. 3).

Currently, PRECE operates in many communities and its
model was adopted as an extension at the Federal University
of Ceará and in professional schools of the State Government.
To date, the Program has undergone different adjustments and
faced many challenges as a new proposal in the region.

It is important to bring forward that experimentation was
important to conceive the novel ways to tackle the challenges
identified. In addition, it was because of such experiments, as
the ones performed in the old manioc mill, that PRECE emerged
and went on changing its region.

Innovation dimension

PRECE began in Cipó, a district in the municipality of Pente-
coste in the semiarid region of Ceará. This community struggled
with problems much similar to others in that region. Although

it was started in a simple community in the poor countryside,
the initiative was able to go beyond its borders. In this regard,
PRECE was also acknowledged as an innovative effort in the
USA through Professor Manoel Andrade, while he was there
studying for his post-doctorate degree and had contact with the
Cooperative Learning theory, which was later incorporated to
the Program (Fig. 4).

PRECE’s fundamental role, at its inception, was to provide
poor youngsters the possibility to finish their basic studies and
get into public universities. The common good, cooperation and
solidarity have been the Program’s trademarks, characteristics
systematically evidenced in the interviews. The program alumni,
known as “precistas”, communicated a feeling of belonging and
accountability with the initiative, once they have been motivated
to build new possibilities together as well as to help others who
were in the same conditions and shared equal needs.

Actors dimension

During its creation, different social actors were essential
for the Program to endure. Encouraged by Manoel Andrade,
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Actors dimension
He [Manoel Andrade] thought about something about Education. Then, he remembered of some young
people and invited the first, Francisco Antônio Alves Rodrigues, who was finishing primary high school,
he was a young person well developed in his speaking and taught at a small rural school in a community
called Serrota. He thought of young Francisco Antônio as the initial leader and to invite other youngsters
to start a project that later would be named PRECE. Hence, the first study cell was born, where the
student was the protagonist (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator). 

The Independent Presbyterian Church in the Cipó contributed with food for those young people through
its tithes and offers as well as paying for the transportation for these young people so they could make
the tests related to finishing their education (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator). 

When this group of students start to show this kind of solidarity, this capacity of sharing what they knew
with one another, and of being solidary, to return to help someone else even when he didn’t need
anymore that was a differential. It was the great strength for PRECE to work (PRECE’s founder). 

When UFC students get into PACCE they undergo many training courses, but the ‘example pedagogy’ is
also very Strong. They get to know PRECE’s history, which is a very good stimulus, once they see those
seven rednecks from Cipó that got into university by helping each other. It is by practicing that they
acquire the understanding about ‘you need me and I need you’ (Cooperative Learning Coordinator).

The partnership between the Program and the state government aimed to get us transportation, because
people were leaving their homes to study and were willing to return and contribute with the municipal
development. Then, there was this big movement, a big pressure, and an amendment to the state budget
was created to cost these expenses. After the mayor was re-elected, just after a while, he cut off this
transportation. So, it was then that an opportunity to present PRECE to the state government and to the
secretary of education came up; they liked us and started to provide transport every weekend. What’s
more, a coordination inside the government was created to multiply PRECE’s work. Besides the new
cells being born, the efforts started to be carried out in regular classrooms (Director of a school in
Pentecoste that operates under PRECE’s tenets). 

Fig. 5. Actors dimension in PRECE – interviewees’ lines. Source: Elaborated by the authors.

students realized they could build a movement that would trans-
form their lives and bring new perspectives for their future.
Inhabitants from Cipó as well as Manoel Andrade’s relatives
got involved in the cause, as they perceived its potential (Fig. 5).

The program also had other essential supporters for its struc-
turation and growth. The church in which Andrade congregated

made available part of the resources. Moreover, the assistance
provided by the UFC to PRECE’s former members was funda-
mental to enable these students to live in the capital, go back to
their communities every weekend to help others.

International supporting organizations such as the Konrad
Adenauer and the Brazil Foundations aided the Program. In

Process dimension
In that same year [1998], we thought about how to fund-raise abroad and we received the support from
the Presbyterian Church and the Mary Spears Foundation. Hence, we needed to have a formal identity
and the Instituto Coração de Estudante [Student’s Heart Institute in Portuguese] was created in 2000.
The Institute works as a ‘financial umbrella’ because of its legal framework, it’s the part where we can
raise funds and do the accountability. Formally, it’s an NGO (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator).

We receive some funding from the Brazil Foundation, we make projects that last one or two years with
this funding and it’s over. We also receive support from anonymous donors, who send money directly to
the Institute’s bank account. This resource is mainly employed in maintaining the building in Fortaleza,
which was ceded by the State Government [to be renewed every ten years] and, lately, the finances have
been used to keep this building. (PRECE’s co-founder and articulator). 

We evaluate the process. How it was, how the person felt during the process, if the person felt nice,
valued. If she could live the conflicts in the group and if these conflicts contributed, if it was possible to
manage them. The group processing assess not only results, but also the process. This is what differs it
from a normal evaluation, we don’t assess only results. Moreover, every scholarship student needs to do
weekly reports (Coordinator of Cooperative Learning).

The EPCs as a whole don’t have the same projects, but in general, every project has a coordinator and
every EPC has a general coordinator or a president. In the PACCE, in the commission or in PRECE
itself. In the Institute, we articulate the EPCs by giving them support so they can develop they own
social projects (Director of  the Popular Cooperative School of Pentecoste).  

Nowadays, we have like a ‘PRECE’s core’ in each EPC, with a coordination and these people organize
meetings in alignment with Fortaleza.  They talk, exchange information, plan activities to be done at the
EPCs. Each school has its own coordination; they have representatives that get together in a meeting to
plan broader actions and support. We have also been aided by the UFC, the state secretary of education
and other organizations (Director of a school in Pentecoste that operates under PRECE’s tenets). 

Fig. 6. Process dimension in PRECE – interviewees’ lines. Source: Elaborated by the authors.
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addition, the Ceará State Government, which has incorporated
PRECE’s methodology in a prototype school in Pentecoste and
granted a space so the Program could operate in Fortaleza, has
also provided such assistance.

Finally, several volunteers and formal collaborators believed
in the idea’s potential and made possible to bring about the
project, changing the lives of hundreds and helping so the Pro-
gram could become a reference in education and cooperative
learning in the state of Ceará.

Process dimension

The processes established to run PRECE have been systemat-
ically assessed by different participants, starting by the students,
who evaluate the performance of their cells at the end of each
day. They consider how learning took place, the roles engaged
by each member as well as the wrongs and rights the group
performed (Fig. 6).

Besides the processing of information carried out by stu-
dents themselves, as highlighted in the accounts above, Popular
Cooperative Schools hold a coordination supervising these
assessments. Conversely, the PACCE has its own means to evalu-
ate what the UFC group is doing and they receive support from a
team focused on articulating these evaluations as well as further
improvements.

Throughout PRECE’s history, there has been much restruc-
turation. Processes needed to be created and adapted so the
essence of the Program’s proposal could be kept. Therefore,
in as much as PRECE grew in visibility and demand, new rela-
tionships have been set up and more formalized procedures have
become necessary to ensure good results.

Final remarks

Underpinned on the understanding of social innovation as
one aiming not at making economic profits, but at improving the
well-being of its beneficiaries, this research sought to identify
the characteristic multidimensions of a social innovation through
the case study method. In this regard, by using table proposed
by Tardif and Harrisson (2005) as reference it was possible to
identify the presence of their five dimensions for social innova-
tions: Transformation, Innovative Character, Innovation, Actors
and Process.

The Programa de Educação em Células Cooperativas
(PRECE) emerged as an alternative to change the reality of poor
young people and brought forward the search for improving the
well-being of these people through innovative initiatives. The
innovation conveyed by interviewees is present, especially, in
the approach of studying cooperatively without a teacher in the
traditional content-centred perspective. As a result, each student
has become a protagonist in his education as well as to his peers.
Another innovative element is the fact that these youngsters,
as they got into university, have returned to their communities
and assisted those who wanted to reach the same goals. There-
fore, solidarity was evidenced as a fundamental element in the
constitution of this social innovation.

In this sense, the interviews supported the elements com-
prised in the Tardif and Harrisson’s (2005) table as such elements
were identified in the data. Hence, it is possible to affirm that
PRECE is indeed a social innovation.

The case study permitted to explore PRECE’s central aspects
and describe them through the speech of its founder as well as
other members who have followed the project during its trajec-
tory and still act either as coordinators or in other positions,
managing the initiative in the necessary ways. Furthermore,
this research contributes by foregrounding an initiative that
was capable of shaping realities in the Brazilian semiarid,
evidencing how such undertaking is constituted as a social
innovation.

Nevertheless, the number of interviews might be posed as a
research limitation, these talks, however, took place based on
interviewees’ availabilities, another limitation, regarding infor-
mation triangulation, was related to the impossibility to gather
other sources of information to the case. Thus, further research
can seek other beneficiaries and promote a broader study.
Another suggestion for future research lies in trying to qual-
ify PRECE using a different classification for social innovations
to check if the Program responds equally to such composition
and then compare it to the one performed in this study, as well as
the incorporation of other sources of evidence about the case and
interviews with beneficiaries. It is believed that another vantage
point may facilitate the emergence of other theoretical issues
about social innovation.

Although acknowledging its limitations, this study has
addressed to its purpose as well as it has socialized an important
initiative to the Brazilian northeastern region, besides bringing
to light the discussion about social innovation and its capabilities
to modify realities.
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